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[table striped="true" responsive="true"]Roll Contents 1 October 27, - November 30, February 22, - November 15, 2 May
13, - December 31, 3 January 7 - November 18, 4 January 2 - October 30, 5.

This comment and citation can be deleted after the biography has been edited and primary sources are
included. Pine Grove, Schuylkill, Pennsylvania; Roll: Record for Pete Bohr Object: Record for Eliza Miller
Source: Public Member Trees Publication: Pennsylvania, Church and Town Records, Publication: Historical
Society of Pennsylvania. Ancestry Family Trees Publication: Family Tree files submitted by Ancestry
members. This source citation points you to a current version of those files. The owners of these tree files may
have removed or changed information since this source citation was created. Images reproduced by
FamilySearch. Original data - U. NARA microfilm publication M, 1, rolls. National Archives and Record;
Repository: National Archives and Records; Repository: Twelfth Census of the United States, National
Archives and Records Administration, Original data - Find A Grave. Elizabeth Bohr Weaver Source:
Pennsylvania, Death Certificates, Publication: Eliza was 13 years younger; she would have been about They
had seven children: Andrew was the youngest.
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Get this from a library! Messages of the President of the United States, with the correspondence, therewith
communicated, between the Secretary of War and other officers of the government, on the subject of the Mexican War.

Data released on February 26, , showed a population of 56,, "of which number 27,, were males". The growth
rate of 7. His wife Margaret was charged with the murder and convicted on April 11, , but the verdict was
overturned and a second trial ended with a hung jury. By an 8â€”1 margin, the Court upheld a state law
requiring racial segregation even on interstate transportation. Its population in was 2,, [8] Born: Ulrich
Inderbinen , Swiss mountain guide d. Booz , 21, first-year cadet at the U. Military Academy, from internal
injuries sustained four days earlier during hazing. Booz refused to name his tormentors, and the public outcry
over his death would lead to a U. Congressional investigation that would lead to the cadets pledging to
discontinue the long-time practice of hazing of newly admitted cadets. Mercier suggested that his invasion
plan "could be held over the head of England, like the sword of Damocles". John Axon , British railwayman,
celebrated in song for his heroism in a fatal accident December 5, Wednesday [ edit ] Germany,
Austria-Hungary and Italy signed a treaty providing that their navies would work together in the event of an
attack on either nation by France or Russia. Navy Department invited bids for construction of new ships to
double the size of the American Navy, calling for five battleships and six armored cruisers. The Sultan could
not, without risking his soul, pay any debts, or even receive an infidel who came on diplomatic business. Navy
in the number of ships, tonnage and pieces of heavy artillery, both worldwide and in the Atlantic Ocean.
Coleman , the President of Liberia since , resigned under pressure after failing to extend government control
further away from the capial. Schwab outlined a vision for a steel company that would handle everything from
mining coal and iron, to the sale of steel products; J. Maria Telkes , Hungarian inventor of thermoelectric and
solar powered machinery, in Budapest d. Both were future Hall of Fame stars, one rising Mathewson went on
to win games and the other falling Rusie pitched only 22 innings for Cincinnati. Rudolf Diels , German
founder of the Gestapo, in Berghaus. A prize of , francs was provided, except for communication with Mars,
which was considered too easy. It turned out that a misunderstanding had been created by an error in the
transmission of a cabled telegram over the use of the word "irrevocable". When key leaders said that they
would not serve under Lyne, who had opposed the federation, Lyne withdrew on December 24, and Barton
became the first Prime Minister of Australia on January 1, Senate ratified the treaty with Britain regarding the
Nicaragua Canal , but with three amendments, including an American defense of the canal. Britain refused to
ratify the altered treaty by the March 5, , expiration. Secretary of State Hay and British Ambassador
Pauncefote signed a new treaty in that was ratified by both nations in Philippine civilians who supported the
rebels or stayed neutral would be subject to arrest, along with exile and even the death penalty. Marinus van
der Goes van Naters , Dutch legislator â€” and â€”67, and German prisoner of war, â€”45 d. Moran
volunteered to infect himself with yellow fever in order to confirm that the disease was spread by blood and
not by air. At noon, Moran went into a room filled with infected mosquitoes and stayed for 30 minutes, getting
bitten 7 times. Two other volunteers in the same room were protected by a mosquito-proof screen, breathed
the same air, and stayed well. Moran became seriously ill, but survived and lived until Alan Bush , British
composer, pianist and conductor, in London d. Two towers, set a mile apart on Cobb Island in the Potomac
River , were used for the experiment. Fessenden said "One, two, three, four. Is it snowing where you are, Mr.
If it is, would telegraph back to me? The event was witnessed by 80, and not done again until Pratt was
attacked by an angry mob of Trenton Nationals fans, upset when he declared a forfeit in a game against the
visiting Penn Bikers of Philadelphia. The Bikers were leading 23â€”11 at the half. Pratt declared a 4â€”0
forfeit in favor of Penn and, according to the Trenton paper, the mob was chanting "Kill him! Three city
policemen escorting Pratt were also injured. Jane Spencer, Baroness Churchill , 74, personal attendant who
had served as Lady of the Bedchamber for Queen Victoria for 46 consecutive years since ; the Queen would
pass away four weeks later. The three men in charge of keeping the lighthouse at this remote location had
vanished without explanation. The last entry in the logbook had been for December 15, and there was no sign
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of a crime, but the three men were not found after a search of the island. An official investigation concluded
later that the three were probably washed off of a precipice by a high wave. William George Beers , Canadian
dentist known as the "father of modern lacrosse" for codifying the rules and establishing league play; and
Ghulam Muhammad Tarzi , 70, Ruler of Kandahar and Baluchistan in Afghanistan. December 27, Thursday [
edit ] Carrie Nation destroyed the elaborate bar at the Carey Hotel in Wichita, Kansas, including a crystal
chandelier, the Venetian mirror behind the bar, and a large and provocative painting, Cleopatra at the Bath.
William Armstrong, 1st Baron Armstrong , 90, English engineer and inventor best known for creating the
Armstrong Gun used in British warfare throughout the 19th century; he was the first scientist to be elevated to
the House of Lords. December 28, Friday [ edit ] Morning newspapers across America ran the horrifying news
that forty-nine school children had drowned the night before while ice skating near What Cheer, Iowa , [65]
though many emphasized that it was unconfirmed. Eisenhart presented the first demonstration of the
impossibility of a triply asymptotic system of surfaces, at a meeting of the American Mathematical Society.
Alexandre de Serpa Pinto , 54, Portuguese explorer; the city of Menongue in Angola had been named in his
honor until that nation became independent in December 29, Saturday [ edit ] In a milestone for medical
ethics , a regulation from the Prussian Ministry for Religious, Educational, and Medical Affairs was the first
known law requiring that medical experiments be done only with " informed consent " of a patient.
Department of State, [71] which announced that all that remained to be done was an appropriation by the U. In
addition to being premier, Barton was the Minister for Exterior Affairs. Su-Hai was beheaded at the scene of
the crime. Wright, Life Behind A Veil: Mojares, The War Against the Americans: Symonds, Decision at Sea:
Foreign Relations Current Literature Pub. The Savage Wars of Peace: Small Wars and the Rise of American
Power. Nimmo, Stars and Stripes Across the Pacific:
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